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Take-Home Messages
- Using fast and high-resolution thermal imaging lets us track RF-induced heating separately from conductive diffusion
- RF-excited bipolar needles show rapid and localized temperature rise around them with only slow diffusion of heat between them
- Sliced processed ham has RF conductivity and permittivity comparable to porcine skin and serves as a useful tissue simulant for thermal mapping with advanced transient (thermoreflectance/infrared) microscope
- We find that IR was sufficient for the time and length scales of this experiment, while thermoreflectance in the same instrument will enable higher spatial and temporal resolution for future experiments
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Abstract—Using high-speed transient infrared microscopy, we resolve induced heating and subsequent conductive diffusion of pulsed RF energy delivered by bipolar microneedles to tissue-mimicking samples, using high spatial and temporal resolution, non-contact advanced thermal imaging to gain insight into direct heating of tissue proximal to RF electrodes. We use both IR and thermoreflectance in the same microscope and find that for the samples and time scales chosen in this first study, the spatiotemporal resolution of IR microscopy was sufficient to reveal local RF-induced thermal effects.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the effects of high-frequency (RF or microwave) energy on tissue for both diagnostics and therapeutics [1] has become increasingly important as new techniques both emerge and may even become health concerns [2]. One such cosmetic application of RF energy is for rejuvenation of skin, in which it is applied via microneedle electrodes through the epidermis to the dermis to locally increase tissue temperature, inducing thermal injury to dermal collagen and provoking a healing response that in turn can cause a reduction in the appearance of wrinkles [3]. Like most therapeutic applications of RF or microwave energy, this involves direct (induced) and diffusive (conductive) thermal effects, which may both (or either) be desired and/or mask underlying non-thermal tissue transformation.

Both thermal and less-familiar non-thermal effects of RF and microwave exposure have been comprehensively reviewed in a recent article by Hirata et al. [4]. While theoretical investigations have been published [5], experimentally disentangling the direct (induced) vs. conductive (diffusive) thermal from non-thermal tissue response has been limited in reports [6] that employ conventional thermal sensing and imaging techniques found in many IR cameras vs. the transient microscopy techniques described here.

Alternatively, in pursuit of higher resolution, accuracy and speed, instrumenting actual tissue or phantoms with point sensors such as thermocouples also interferes with and tends to localize electric fields, while fiber optic temperature sensors are stiff and brittle; neither of these point sensors is non-invasive.

For example, the recent (2023) study of fractional2 RF treatment with microneedles [6] used ex vivo bovine liver tissue and thermometrically evaluated temperature changes elicited in the tissue with a conventional thermal imaging camera (FLIR E5; FLIR Systems Inc., Wilsonville, OR, USA). Although the 10,800-pixel (120×90) camera used had a sensitivity of less than 0.10°C, its spatial and temporal resolution were insufficient to appreciate the contrast between direct and diffusive RF heating at <0.3-mm needle-diameter resolution; rather, the images provided in this reference show only the broad temperature changes at the 10×10 mm size of the needle array; it did not reveal the fractional nature of treatment. This limited spatial resolution was accompanied by images taken at 10 s intervals, also insufficient to distinguish the effects of diffusion from the immediate and direct RF heating of tissue by the energized needles themselves.

Beyond achieving a more accurate understanding of heat distribution in tissue, however, mapping the short-time temperature distribution of RF energy is important for dosing [7]. This is particularly important for precise and localized tissue injury (e.g., for skin rejuvenation) [8].

In this work, we apply transient infrared (IR) microscopy with temperature resolution comparable to conventional IR cameras but with 5 µm spatial and 50 µs temporal resolution. Depending on the speed of the sample’s thermal response, we can apply the same instrument to both quantitatively image using IR emission and thermoreflectance to reveal the localized effect of direct RF tissue heating at the needle electrodes vs. the subsequent diffusion after the RF excitation is removed.
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2 “Fractional” treatment addresses finite points in a treatment area, addressing a (small) fraction of the total area to recruit a healing response.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Background of transient IR

Transient IR microscopy uses both IR emission and thermoreflectance, depending on the speed of the sample’s response. While IR imaging is more familiar and was the primary modality for the results shown here, thermoreflectance imaging is a newer optical technique used to measure thermal properties and temperature profiles on the surface of materials and devices at shorter timescales, and it can be seamlessly applied and compared with IR emission as the sample volume shrinks and speed of thermal response increases. As indicated in Figure 1, it is based on the principle that the reflectivity of a material changes slightly with temperature.

Fig. 1. Dependence of thermal resolution on thermoreflectance coefficient for certain metals and semiconductor materials at given illumination wavelengths [9, 10].

The basic process involves shining a modulated light source onto the sample surface and measuring the reflected intensity using a photodetector or imaging array. As the sample temperature changes, small changes in reflected light intensity are measured. These thermoreflectance signals are then analyzed to extract quantitative information about thermal conductivity, heat capacity, and temperature profiles of the sample.

Advantages of transient IR microscopy over point sensors are especially relevant in this evaluation of skin-treatment devices: such imaging is a non-contact and non-destructive measurement technique. This allows testing without physically contacting or altering them. Moreover, it has high spatial resolution on the micron scale, enabling high resolution thermal imaging and mapping of heat distribution.

In summary, transient IR microscopy using thermoreflectance/IR offers a fast, calibrated, non-contact imaging technique that has until now been applied primarily to semiconductor and other electronic devices and circuits to overcome limitations of conventional infrared thermography [9, 10].

B. Instrument configuration

As shown in Figure 2, to configure transient IR microscopy for mapping the induced heat distribution in simulated tissue due to RF-excited bipolar microneedle electrodes, we used a commercially available TR/IR microscope (MicroSanj EZ-500). While thermoreflectance images can be calibrated with reference to the IR emission and were initially evaluated here, we found that the temporal response of the sample chosen was slow enough for IR (due to its mass and homogeneity relative to typical inorganic circuit samples), and IR consequently gave images with larger signal to noise ratio (SNR). We expect that as the sample homogeneity and thermal mass decreases (speeding up sample’s thermal response), the thermoreflectance images will provide greater temporal and spatial resolution, albeit at reduced signal levels.

Applicators for skin rejuvenation procedures are typically arrays of 0.3 mm diameter microneedles that provide fractional RF treatment of the dermis in pulses or tone bursts lasting several tens to hundreds of ms. As shown in Figure 3, a sample of tissue simulant is mounted onto an applicator microneedle array (Serendia Sylfirm X25) so that the tips of the needles are nearly flush with the top surface of the sample. We connected a flexible coaxial cable to the two (+ and -) driving electrode pins of the array (normally driven by a handpiece itself connected to a custom RF generator) that themselves each drive half of the needle electrodes, which are wired with interleaved, alternating polarities in a checkerboard pattern such that the polarities of the array of needles is bipolar, and there is no need for a ground return.

The RF source was a Keysight N5171B signal generator exciting an AR/Kalmus LA500H RF power amplifier (gain 57 dB) differentially driving the input electrodes of the microneedle array to apply RF pulses to a ~5 mm thick
tissue simulant; the needles were extended by their full 4 mm length and their tips made flush with the slightly compressed sample surface. We then imaged the result over a 2.4 s interval using a MicroSanj EZ500 thermal imaging system and SanjVIEW thermal analysis tool. In another test we used a 120 ms burst of RF to create higher temperatures; results of that are shown below in portions of Figure 6 and Figure 7.

C. Tissue simulant

Access to tissue models that can represent skin-like RF dielectric and conductivity for experiments like these is limited. To promote repeatability, we chose readily available supermarket Oscar Meyer Lean Ham slices, which proved to be of uniform consistency and thickness (~2.5 mm per slice).

It is useful to consider how closely this simulant’s dielectric properties agree with literature. While the circa-2006 permittivity and conductivity data of in-vivo forearm skin from Gabriel et al. [11] (measured with a coaxial probe) is often cited as a benchmark, the tissue model we choose is much closer to Sasaki’s 2014 data of in-vitro porcine epidermis (quoted in [12]). Using a parallel-plate fixture, we measured our tissue model from 75 kHz to 7 MHz using an HP 4285A Precision LCR Meter to characterize the low-frequency dielectric permittivity and conductivity of a two-slice stack as was used in the experiments (Figure 3). At 2 MHz, the Gabriel skin data indicates relative permittivity $\varepsilon_r \sim 500$, while extrapolation of Sasaki’s data is comparable to our parallel-plate value of $\varepsilon_r \sim 300$. Likewise, the Gabriel conductivity value at 2 MHz is $\sigma \sim 0.3$ S/m, while extrapolation of Sasaki’s data is comparable to our parallel-plate value of $\sigma \sim 0.1$ S/m.

III. THERMAL RESULTS

To evaluate both how heat is generated through RF microneedles and how it subsequently diffuses in the sample, we applied to the needle array a typical treatment schedule of a 30 ms tone burst of 2 MHz with a peak voltage $V_p \approx 70$ V (48 W average power into 50 $\Omega$ with negligible measurable reflected power), and noted a rapid rise in temperature around the needle tips to a peak temperature of 28.3 °C above ambient, decaying with a time constant of ~0.77 s. Meanwhile, the temperature measured between the needles rose from ambient (~21 °C) by 5 °C over the course of a 2.4 s window, as shown in Figure 4. We also applied another typical treatment of a 120 ms burst of the same power and frequency of RF to create higher temperatures in a higher spatial resolution experiment; results of that are shown Figure 6 and in the lower row of Figure 7.

Figure 5 displays the image of the peak temperature distribution in the sample, which occurs at 33 ms. Figure 6 shows 33 ms intervals both overall and at higher magnification, showing the detailed distribution of temperature between two adjacent needle tips, whose pitch is 2 mm (recall that the higher-magnification images were taken with a 120 ms pulse, thus reaching higher temperatures). Figure 7 shows the detail of the needle tips for the right-most frame of Figure 6. It is notable that the
needle tips themselves are cooler than their immediate surroundings, indicating that the RF energy is exciting the peak temperature adjacent to a needle tip via induction, while conductive diffusion raises the temperature between needles slowly toward equilibrium (Figure 4). This level of spatiotemporal detail of RF application to microneedles in tissue has not previously been reported. While we found that transient IR microscopy gave better SNR at these time and length scales for this homogeneous sample, we expect that at much higher spatial and temporal resolution, establishing a baseline with IR and then using faster thermoreflectance imaging will provide even greater detail.

**IV. CONCLUSIONS**

We have shown high temporal, spatial and thermal resolution images for RF excitation of a tissue simulant, the first application of a semiconductor/device thermal microscope to an RF tissue treatment modality. The results reveal distinctions between RF-induced heating and subsequent conductive thermal diffusion at new resolutions and timescales that will help illuminate the effects of RF in tissue. While here we found that IR microscopy offers sufficient temporal and spatial resolution with a minimum of noise, thermoreflectance will address the few-micron length scales and hundred-nanosecond timescales of future studies.
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